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MAGAZINE

CAMPUS NEWS

Trophy hall named for Selgo

Tell us what
you think!
Thank you for reading
Grand Valley Magazine.
We're proud to produce an
award-winning magazine that
showcases the university's
news and successes.
We need your help to make
it even better. What do you
like about this magazine? Are
there topics you would like
to see featured?
To help frame your opinions,
please take a quick survey,
available online at gvsu.edu/
gvmagazlne/survey. Results
will help guide us through
decisions about magazine
content and design.
It should take 2-4 minutes
to complete the survey.
Survey answers will be kept
confidential. Submit an email
(optiona l) to be entered into
a drawing to receive one of
four $50 gift certificates to
the GVSU Laker Store.

Take the survey at
gvsu.edu/gvmagazine/survey
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The extensive trophy cases in
the Fieldhouse may be now named
for Tim Selgo, but the retiring athletic
director said it's only because of the
great successes of student athletes,
coaches and administrators he has
worked with for the past 20 years.
A naming ceremony was held
April 12 in the Field house to name
the Showcase of Champions for
Selgo, who retired at the end of the
academic year. The hallway cases
include 10 Learfield Sports/NACDA
Directors' Cup trophies, 17 GLIAC
Presidents' Cup trophies, in addition
to hardware representing NCAA
team and individual championships
and league trophies, among others.
Selgo oriented the audience to the
cases and acknowled ged the five
or six thousand student athletes,
and hundreds of coaches and
administrators he has worked with
since joining Grand Valley in 1996.
"It is because of the great work of all
these people that this space has my
name," he said.
President Thomas J. Haas said
Selgo was not only responsible for
hiring great coaches who produced
winning teams, but for elevating
Grand Valley's reput ation as among
the best in NCAA Division II athletics.
"He is without a doubt the best
promoter of a well-rounded athletic
department," Haas said .
Haas said Selgo has focused his
attention on ensuring Laker athletes
perform well on the field and in the
classroom . "He has helped develop
the whole person and has created

....
TimSelgo
addresses the
audience in
the Fieldhouse
April 12 during
an event that
named the
Showcase of
Champions in
his honor.
photo by
Amanda Pitts

an environment for
student success,"
Haas said .
Laker golfer
Gabrielle Shipley,
president of the
Student Athlete
Advisory Committee,
also spoke and said
she represented all
550 student athletes
in 20 varsity sports.
"Mr. Selgo has made a positive
impact on my college career," Shipley
said. "He is a role model on how to
be a great leader."
Selgo noted that in addition to
Haas, former university President
Mark Murray and President Emeritus
Arend D. Lubbers were in the audience.
"There's the old phrase of 'Surround
yourself with successful people
and you will find success.' Today is
an example of that. From student
athletes to coaches and support
staff, I surrounded myself with those
successful people and it is on their
backs that I stand before you today
and that my name is allowed on this
space," he said.
The Laker Pep Band played the
Grand Valley fight song outside the
Fieldhouse to start the ceremony.
Keri Becker, current associate
athletic director and senior woman
administrator, was named athletic
director in April. She will assume
that role July 18.
Watch a video of
the event on line at
gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

CAMPUS NEWS

Merkle leaves
dean of students
post for faculty
position
On paper, Bart Merkle's service to
Grand Valley will be represented as
more than three decades at
one institution.
Merkle said he prefers to think of his
32 years as dean of students differently.
"I tell people that I have worked at three
or four Grand Valleys as it has evolved
and changed," he said. "I'm so pleased
to be a part of a place that is still
becoming and shaping itself."
Merkle joined Grand Valley in 1984
as the dean of students
and will leave his role as
vice provost for Student
Bart Merkle is
Affairs and dean of
pictured next
to his wife,
students this summer
Anne Merkle,
to join the College of
at a reception
Education faculty and
marking the end
teach in the higher
of his tenure as
education graduate
dean of students
program.
photo by
He was working at
Bernadine
Carey-Tucker
Tulane University
in New Orleans,
Louisiana, as acting dean of students
when he interviewed for the Grand
Valley position. Talking with President
Emeritus Arend D. Lubbers and thenProvost Glenn Niemeyer about their
vision for the college helped solidify his
decision to accept their job offer.
"I was intrigued by what they had
to say, and their commitment to a
liberal arts-based curriculum. They
wanted to maintain the small college
feel while developing a better campus
life and providing support services for
students," he said.
In 1984, Grand Valley State College
had an enrollment of 7,100 with 1,250
students living on campus. Merkle
arrived at the end of a national recession
and it showed at Grand Valley through a
decreased enrollment and budget cuts.
Despite the times, Grand Valley leaders
were moving ahead.
Merkle's early responsibilities were
to expand and revamp campus housing
and expand opportunities for students
out of the classroom, "to make Grand
Valley feel like a community," he said.

And he began building and shaping a
Student Services division. In 1984, there
were five departments that reported to
the dean of students. "I spent a lot of
time bringing the staff together so we
were all on the same page," Merkle said.
"Grand Valley is a very student-centered
place and it was important that they
all saw their work as central to the
learning process."
In 1987, four new living centers
opened, and more student organizations
were offered, including more club
sports. He was instrumental in leading
a co-curricular initiative at Grand
Valley. "There has been a shift in higher
education from a focus on teaching
to a focus on learning," Merkle said.
"The classroom is a key place but not
the only place to learn."
Merkle led development of the
College Student Affairs Leadership
graduate program, working closely
with colleagues in the College of
Education and Student Services. Since
it was established in 1995, more than
450 people have graduated from the
program. In December, a scholarship
fund that provides support for
students and faculty members in
the CSAL program was renamed in
honor of Merkle.

Grand Valley now has an enrollment
of more than 25,000, with 6,000
students living on campus and 8,000
on the university's perimeter in
Allendale. Creating what Merkle called
a residential campus was the result
of faculty, staff and students working
together. "It has become a residential
place with more than 450 student
organizations and a broad-ranging
curriculum that engages students
actively in the learning process.
"Student leaders are strong at
Grand Valley - this doesn't just
happen. It is achieved through
sustained effort by staff to facilitate
the growth and development of
leaders in student government and
other student organizations over the
years," he said.

GVM

ONLINE

Watch a video of
the event online at
gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
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DTE Energy
Foundation
gift helps
businesses,
students
A gift from DTE Energy
Foundation will allow Grand Valley
to expand a center that helps local
businesses design and test electrical
devices entering the marketplace.
Representatives from DTE Energy
Foundation and Grand Valley
celebrated the $300,000 donation
to the Electromagnetic Compatibility
Center March 4, during an event at
the facility, located at 609 Watson
St. in Grand Rapids.
The 4,000-square-foot EMC
Center, renamed the DTE Energy
Foundation Electromagnetic
Compatibility Lab, is the first
of its kind in West Michigan. All
electrical devices must be certified
for EMC compliance by the Federal
Communications Commission before
entering the marketplace, which
can be costly. The center pairs
engineering students with local
companies to provide affordable
pre-compliance testing and design
support for small- to medium-sized
businesses in West Michigan.
"The DTE Energy Foundation
gift helped raise the center from
an emerging facility into a highly
capable facility and operation, that
is providing substantial support to
local industry and education for
both Grand Valley students and
industry practitioners," said Paul
Plotkowski, dean of the Padnos
College of Engineering
and Computing.
The gift will be used to purchase
testing equipment and expand and
improve the space.
Mark Stiers, president and chief
operating officer of DTE Gas, said
DTE Energy Foundation is pleased
to support the Electromagnetic
Compatibility Lab because programs
related to science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM)
are so important to Michigan's
economic progress.
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Partnering to
advance STEM
education
A collaboration between Grand
Valley and West Michigan Aviation
Academy will support high school
students learning about science,
technology, engineering and math
as they pursue careers focused
on aviation.
President Thomas J. Haas and
WMAA CEO Patrick J. Cwayna
signed an agreement February 17
that outlined the university's
commitment to helping develop
STEM curriculum and extracurricular activities for WMAA.
The collaboration specifically
includes support from faculty in
the Padnos College of Engineering
and Computing who will work with
teachers and department chairs at
WMAA to enhance STEM courses

•

Patrick]. Cwayna introduces President Thomas
J. Haas to West Michigan Aviation Academy
students following an agreement between
Grand Valley and the high school that will
support STEM education at the school. At right
is Michelle Lindale, director of partnership
development for the Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing.
photo by Jess Weal

and student learning. In addition, a
Grand Valley graduate student will
assist the academy's FIRST Robotics
team and the university will donate
equipment to support hands-on
learning .
"It's important that our students
receive the strong, broad-based
education that is needed to put
airplanes in the air," said Cwayna.
"Engineering and robotics is a
huge component for that, so we
are thrilled to have access to the
expertise found at Grand Valley."

Poof!
Professor turns
into .comedic
.
mag1c1an
"This is probably your
most memorable class
ever at Grand Valley," said
Scott Grissom, before
performing magic in
front of his Introduction
to Programming class in
Mackinac Hall on a Monday
morning in February.
Most days, he's Scott
Grissom, mild-mannered
professor of computer
science, but once in
a while he transforms
into Mandrake, an
English magician from
the Renaissance who
specializes in c lose-up
magic. His favorite tricks
to perform involve using
rope, foam balls and a deck of cards.
"I've used Mandrake as my alter ego
for about 35 years," said Grissom, a
native of Texas. "He's an interesting
character and likes to make people
laugh. Sometimes my performances are
more about comedy than magic tricks."
Grissom's interest in magic began
in the third grade when he received a
magic kit. Interest turned into talent,
and before he knew it, poof, he was
performing at Renaissanc e fairs during
high school and college.
While he doesn't perform as often as
he once did, Grissom has been known
to perform for students as Mandrake on
different days of the year, like Halloween.

Life after college may be
big, but GVSU has taught
me to chase after my
dreams. #GVLakerEffect
. . . Posted by @_andrewtravis
U on February 10, 2016.

....
Scott Grissom, professor of computer science,
performs as Mandrake, an English magician,
for his programming class.
photo by Amanda Pitts
He uses his classroom as a stage and
his students serve as assistants.
"When a magician is talking through
their trick, it's called a problem, so
sometimes I can adjust the pattern
to relate to computer science topics.
There's a rope trick that I perform that
is one of my more prac ticed tricks, and
instead of using a rope, I'll use a phone
ch arger cord or other t echy devices,"
he said.

I love my Alma Mater
so much. I love the
reputation it holds when
I tell people I have a
degree from GVSU
. . . Postedby@Mrs_ Robby
U on February 18, 2016 .
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On the .
campaign
trail

John Kasich,
Republican
candidate for
president, is
pictured after a
town hall meeting
in the Kirkhof
Center February 15.

Bernie Sanders
addresses a
crowd of 4,800
in the Fieldhouse
March 4, days
before winning
the Michigan
Democratic
presidential
primary.
photos by
Bernadine
Carey-Tucker

The Allendale Campus
proved an important stop for
two presidential candidates.
Democratic candidate Sen.
Bernie Sanders of Vermont held
a rally in the Fieldhouse March 4,
days before he won the Michigan
presidential primary. Republican
Ohio Gov. John Kasich held a
town hall meeting February 15
in the Kirkhof Center.
Kasich's campaign stop at
Grand Valley was sponsored
by Grand Valley's College
Republicans student
organization. He touched on
the economy, jobs and partisan
politics in a wide-ranging
discussion before taking
questions from a half dozen
members of the audience.
Sanders told an audience
of 4,800 that "the American
people understand that coming
together and supporting each
other trumps divisiveness."

Helping the
#flintwatercrisis the
only way we know
how - by donating
bottles of water!
#wishwecoulddomore
...a Posted by @GVSUCheer
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~ on January 28, 2016.

CAMPUS NEWS

Early results from climate
survey revealed
Preliminary results from the 2015
myGVSU Climate Survey showed
that 87 percent of members of the
Grand Valley community reported
feeling " comfortable" or "very
comfortable" living, learning and
working on campus.
Jesse Bernal , vice president for
Inclusion and Equity, discussed
results during a March 2 meeting in
the Kirkhof Center. A summary of
the preliminary findings from the
November climate survey is posted
online at gvsu.edu/mygvsu.
Bernal called the participation
from students, faculty and staff
members overwhelming and an
immense success. The overall survey
participation rate was 42 percent,
compared to a national average of 28
percent, and 27 percent for the 2011
Grand Valley climate survey.

While nearly 90
percent of the overall
community reported
feeling comfortable,
75 percent of people
of color, and 59
percent of people
who identified as
transgender said they
were comfortable or
very comfortable
on campus.

Jesse Bernal,
vice president
for Inclusion and
Equity, discusses
preliminary
results from
the 2015 survey
during a March 2
meeting in the
KirkhofCenter.
photo by Jess Weal
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87%

of members of
the Grand Valley
community
reported feellng
"comfortable" or
"very comfortable"

rate, higher than
the national average
of 28 percent

Health profession programs expand to Traverse City
Grand Valley will expand its
Master of Public Health and Bachelor
of Allied Health Sciences programs
to the university's regional center in
Traverse City.
Classes for both programs will start
in the fall semester.
Theresa Bacon-Baguley, associate
dean for research in the College of
Health Professions, said the decision
to expand these two programs to
Traverse City is based on the need
for professionals to fill critical,
health-related positions and for
more educational health programs in
northern Michigan.
The MPH program will focus on
health promotion, a branch of public
health that promotes health through
education, intervention and policy
work. The program will address how to
identify specific needs of a community,
and create ways to elevate its health
status and reduce disparities.
Heather Wallace, an assistant
professor who is working on the
Traverse City expansion, said the

program is the first of its kind to be
offered to people living and working
in the Traverse City area.
"Graduates will gain a toolbox of
knowledge and skills, which are in
high demand right now," Wallace
said. "They will learn valuable skills
like how to incorporate new wellness
policies at a company and how
to evaluate use of resources in a
way that promotes efficiency and
effectiveness . I see our graduates
going on to work for many types of
workplaces, including governmental
agencies and private companies."
Michael Wambach, assistant
professor and chair of allied health
sciences, said the program was
designed to complement the Master
of Physician Assistant Studies
program that is also offered in
Traverse City.
"This will allow students interested
in physician assistant studies to
partake in both our undergraduate
and graduate curriculum in a more
seamless manner," said Wambach.

Roy Olsson

Theresa Bacon-Baguley

Roy Olsson, dean of the College of
Health Professions, said expansion of
the programs is part of an ongoing
effort to place more graduates in jobs
in northern Michigan' and the Upper
Peninsula . The physician assistant
studies program expanded to Traverse
City in 2015; the first cohort began
classes last fall.
For more information, visit the
Traverse City Regional Center website
at gvsu.edu/traverse
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ATHLETICS

Hixson ready to vault to
Summer Olympics
by Michele Coffill I photo by Amanda Pitts
Kristen Hixson, '14, Is a fan of routine.
She leaves her job at 2 p.m. each
weekday to drive to Allendale to
practice at the same facility and with the
same coach who prepared her to win
three NCAA pole vault championships.
Hixson is hoping that routine and a
stringent practice schedule will lead
her to the Summer Olympics in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, in August. Her
road to Rio begins in July at the U.S.
Olympic Track and Field Trials in
Eugene, Oregon.
Again, she's hoping that routine and
familiarity work in her favor. Eugene was
the site of the 2015 U.S. Outdoor Track
and Field Championships where Hixson
finished fifth with a personal best vault
of 14 feet-9 inches (4.5 meters) and
qualified for another pre-Olympic event.
Last August, Hixson was in Costa Rica
on a world stage at the North American
Central American and Caribbean
Championships. She matched her
personal best with another 4 .5-meter
vault, winning a gold medal and earning
an invitation to the trials in Eugene.
Hixson said hearing the national
anthem playing while accepting a gold
medal in Costa Rica was surreal, and
also good motivation to get to the
Olympics for a chance to hear it again.

After graduating with a bachelor's
degree in finance, Hixson made a
conscious decision to pursue her
Olympic dreams. To do so meant
finding a part-time job that would allow
her flexibility to practice daily and
occasionally travel to meets.
"I love the pole vault and I want to go
to the Olympics," Hixson said. "Right
now, this is where I am. I'm enjoying
myself and having a good time."
Lou Andreadis, the Lakers' associate
head coach for track and field, works
with Hixson daily as he did during her
collegiate career. Hixson is often ranked
within the top 10 in U.S. women's pole
vault, and has been as high as 34th in
the world.
"She has athletically matured,
meaning she does not allow her
emotions to get in the way of her
technique," Andreadis said.
Hixson said she rarely varies her
approach or other points of her
technique. "My approach and jump
should feel better the higher the bar
goes," she said.
She won the NCAA Division II indoor
and outdoor pole vault championships
in 2012 and set the NCAA outdoor
record at the 2014 meet in Allendale
with a 4 .5-meter vault.
In high school, Hixson won a state
championship with a 12 foot-4 inch
vault while at Chippewa Hills in Remus.
She wanted to try pole vaulting after
watching her brother in high school.
And it seems the stage for Hixson
was set then.
"I wanted to try it in junior high . I
did it and was an inch off the school
record," she said.

LAKER
OLYMPIC
HOPEFULS

Here are more athletes from
the Laker community who were
either Invited, or hoping to be
Invited, to 2016 Olympic trlals
In their respective sports:

STEEPLE CHASE

Betsy Graney, '14

DISCUS

Sam Lockhart, '12

HAMMER

Darien Thornton (senior)

110 HURDLES

Sean Wells (senior)

GVM
ONLINE

Watch Hixson soar
through the air in a
video posted online at
gvsu.edu/gvmagazlne.

MARATHON

Alan Peterson, '14
Courtney Brewls '13
Dathan Rltzenheln
(assistant coach)
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DONOR IMPACT

Simulation changes
how health care education
is delivered
T

hanks in part to gifts made by
private donors, Grand Valley
students who are majoring in health
professions and nursing are being
trained for the workforce in a lab that
uses cutting-edge simulation technology
to ensure the learning environment is as
close to the real-world as you can get.
The Simulation and Learning Resource
Center in the Cook-DeVos Center
for Health Sciences, part of Grand
Rapids' Medical Mile, uses real hospital
equipment and state-of-the-art patient
simulators that can be programmed to
help students practice their skills.
"These simulators ensure that when
they graduate all of our students have
experiences they need to prepare them
for their clinical practice," said Doris
French, director of simulation.
Students learn much more than just
clinical skills in the Sim Lab. They are able
to work through their own emotional
responses to emergent clinical situations
or patient outcomes as well as learn to
communicate with family members
and patients.
What makes simulation labs unique
is the array of different simulation
scenarios that can be programmed and
changed in real-time to help students
plan for the unexpected.
"The quality of this simulation lab rivals,
or is superior to, universities with medical
schools, and, in those institutions,
undergraduate and master's students
would be competing for simulation time
with medical students," French said.
"What we have here is a facility that is
changing how health care education
Is delivered."
The manikins and task trainers for
hands-on practice are expensive, and
funding for the lab is supplemented
by gifts from corporate donors and
foundations, including Perrigo, which
helped fund the lab. Headquartered
in Allegan, Perrigo is an international
manufacturer of private label over·thecounter pharmaceuticals.
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"Having this advanced equipment
allows us to provide varied learning
experiences that we have 100 percent
control over, while making every
simulation different," said Samantha
Scanlon, simulation coordinator. "We
work really hard to make this a safe
place for students to learn."
The simulation team works directly with
faculty members to plan a simulation
that meets learning objectives,
Jean Nagelkerk, vice provost for
Health, said the interprofessional
collaboration among disciplines in the
lab ensures that students develop clinical
and professional competencies.
"As our students become health
professionals, they are well-versed on
professional roles and responsibilities,
teamwork and effective communication,
which are vital to the delivery of safe,
cost-effective, patient-centered care,"
Nagelkerk said.
The entire environment, which includes
clinical skills labs, the simulation lab,
and the standardized patient program
that allows students to work with actual
people who are serving as actors in a
scenario, gives health professions and
nursing students a significant boost
when it comes time to treat real patients
with real health problems. (Read more
about the standardized patient program
on page 24.)
French said, "Being able to give
students the experience with cases that
might not often be seen at a clinic or
hospital prepares them for anything they
would see in a real care environment."

Students from the
Kirkhof College of
Nursing practice
their skills on a
manikin baby in
the lab at the Cook·
DeVos Center for
Health Sciences.

Q&A

A legacy of service
and education

byDottieBarnes

Faite Mack, professor of education

and founding faculty member of
the College of Education, came
to Grand Valley in 1972.
He was the first African American
at Grand Valley promoted to the
rank of full professor and the first
faculty member to obtain
a Fulbright Award.
"My Fulbright professorship allowed
me to teach educational psychology
and special education at the University
of Cape Coast. My tenure in Ghana
led to the initiation of Grand Valley's
formal commitment in 1987 of a faculty
exchange program."

He was one of only 400 African
Americans in the U.S. with a
doctorate when he earned the
degree in 1972 from the University
of Illinois.
"That's hard to believe, isn't it? I received
a personal letter from the president of
the University of Illinois saying I was
the seventh African American to earn a
Ph.D. in any field at the institution."

He had to fight to establish
Grand Valley's graduate program
in teacher education in 1975.
"Some faculty feared change. President
Arend D. Lubbers urged members of
the Academic Senate to support it.
They did, but wouldn't approve funding.
I wrote grants and received federal
funding that permitted the Graduate
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School of Education to operate for two
years without Grand Valley general
fund support. We now have multiple
graduate programs that are highly
ranked in the state and country.
"As I look back over 43 years, it is just
amazing that at the age of 29, President
Lubbers had the faith in a young
African American scholar to grant him
the authority to initiate the funding
and proposal development of a
graduate program in teacher education."

Mack's father was a Tuskegee

airman during World War II.
"My father, Col. Faite Mack, would tell
stories about serving in Africa and
Italy, but I was young at the time and
didn't realize the significance of his
service. I have an extensive collection
of Tuskegee airman materials, including
photographs, letters and diaries.
There are several personal letters
to my mother.
"We had very important people coming
to our home near Chicago. I just
referred to them as my uncles - the
other Tuskegee leaders and astronauts.
It was a very racist time. Many believed
African Americans didn't have the
cognitive ability to fly a plane. My dad
faced a very difficult time. The army was
segregated and here he was fighting for

peace when we didn't have it in the U.S.
But my dad was very patriotic. He loved
America and knew things would change.
He believed in our Constitution - that it
would help change the status of African
Americans and all people. My family
strongly pushed education. My dad
used to say education is the one thing
that can't be taken away from you. My
mother was a nurse practitioner. They
both pushed me and my two brothers to
pursue higher education."

Carter G. Woodson is Mack's
great uncle.
"Woodson is the founder of Black History
Month and was the second African
American in the U.S. to earn a Ph.D.
from Harvard."

Mack spends his summers in
northern Thailand where he
established funding for orphaned
children to attend school.
"Fifteen years ago, I was invited to
Thailand as the keynote speaker for a
national conference in special education

Q&A

at Srinakharinwirot University. I
was challenged by rural educators
in Nong Khai Province to start
a foundation in Thailand for the
many orphaned and abandoned
children who could not attend
school. Working with five
different schools, the foundation
has supported nearly 600
children over the past 15 years by
providing the resources required
for school attendance - uniforms,
books, school fees, transport and
medical support. The foundation
is fully recogn ized by the royal
Thai government as a legitimate
foundation that can work with
the schools. That's not easy
to achieve."

Why he stayed at
Grand Valley.
" I had more flexibility here.
I had offers, but this was home.
I had unique opportunities to
be creative here. We were
growing so fast. We had amazing
leadership and administrators
who were open to new ideas.
I've seen the university grow
from 4 ,000 students to 25,000.
I remember when we thought
Grand Valley would be a great
place if we ever got to 10,000
students. That would
put us on the map."

Faite Mack is pictured
with students in the rural
village ofThabo, Nang Khai
Providence, Thailand,
where he established
funding for orphans
to attend school.
photo courtesy ofFaite Mack

right, photo by Amanda Pitts
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New Music Ensemble
to perform in national parks
during summer tour
by Matthew Makowski

TOUR DATES

The students of Grand Valley's awardwinning New Music Ensemble will get
an incredible opportunity this summer
when they travel thousands of miles
across the U.S. to perform at some of
the country's most famous parks. The
tour is possible through a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts and
the National Parks Service.
With the "Imagine Your Parks"
grant, the ensemble is commissioning
eight composers to write original
compositions inspired by Yellowstone,
Badlands, Grand Teton and Wind Cave
national parks. The ensemble will then
perform the compositions in the parks
through interactive and educational
performances.
"From tranquil works evoking the
starry nights and majestic anthems
celebrating the vistas, to compositions
that utilize recorded sounds of park
wildlife, this is a music program that will
leave a lasting impact on audiences,"
said Bill Ryan, New Music Ensemble
director. "They will experience music
that is truly an outgrowth of our
national parks."
The "Imagine Your Parks" grant marks
the first time the NEA has provided
funding for a Grand Valley project.
Fred Antczak, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, said the grant

will provide students with invaluable
new learning opportunities outside
of Michigan.
"We think sharing dynamic new
music with park attendees will give our
students an exceptional opportunity to
engage with communities they might
not ordinarily encounter under uniquely
inspiring circumstances," Antczak
said. "This grant demonstrates the
university's continued commitment
to the arts."
This will not be the first time the
ensemble has performed in national
parks. In 2014, the New Music Ensemble
spent 10 days traveling 4,000 miles and
performing 13 concerts at five southwest
national parks: Arches, Capitol Reef, Zion,
Grand Canyon and Great Sand Dunes.
Senior Nikolaus Schroeder, a double
major in music, and public and nonprofit
administration, said this year's tour will
paint a picture of what life is like for
active musicians on the road, while also
reinforcing the musicality and bond of
the group.
"The musicians in the New Music
Ensemble are some of the hardest
working at the university, so as the
sound engineer and student tour
manager, it is a point of pride that I
get to travel with them and help them
share their craft across the U.S.," said

The roster of
the New Music
Ensemble's National
Park tour is pictured:

top row, from left,
Kevin Flynn,
Bill Ryan and Denise
Finnegan; and front
row, from left,
Karsten Wimbush,
Hannah Donnelly,
Wade Selkirk and
Sarah Dowell.
photo by Amanda Pitts

The New Music Ensemble will perform at
national parks and other venues In July.
For more Information about the tour,
visit newmuslcensemb/e.org/schedule.

Schroeder, a native of Big Rapids.
Danny Phipps, Music and Dance
Department chair, explained that the
New Music Ensemble is at the forefront
of a movement by composers to develop
new ideas and music applications.
"The pairing of the New Music
Ensemble with the beauty and sounds
of our national parks is another way to
explore the vast creativity that is music
performance," Phipps said. "To have our
students and faculty actively engaged
in the new directions in music is an
invaluable hands-on experience that will
have an enormously positive impact on
the professional lives of these students
going forward."
Since its founding in 2006, Ryan said
the New Music Ensemble has been
promoting "the music of our time"
through commissions, tours, recordings,
collaborations, outreach events and
workshops. The ensemble aims to
not only prepare students for careers
that include contemporary music, but
also help them become exceptional
educators, advocates and leaders in
the field.
Schroeder said participating in
the ensemble has shown him the
possibilities of music outside the
concert hall.
"As performers, we feel empowered
to make our own ensembles, interact
with composers and other musicians,
book our own tours, and make music
happen on our terms," he said. "New
music, at times, can be abrasive,
strange, and uncomfortable, but it is
always engaging, refreshing, and truly
represents the future of music ."

GVM
ONLINE

Watch a video of the
New Music Ensemble online
at gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
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''Sad-die Up!''
"WHAT

do you like on your pizza?"
asked Beth Macauley.
"Pep-pe-ro-ni!" said Davide Sirilli, sounding out
each syllable.
"Good. Now say that in a full sentence," said
Macauley.
"I like pep-pe-ro-ni on my pizza," Davide
answered.
This small exchange is a big deal for Davide,
a 7-year-old boy with autism spectrum
disorder. Every week for the last three years
he has come to Children and Horses United
in Movement (CHUM) in Dansville to receive
occupational and speech therapy while riding
a horse in an effort to improve his fine motor
and speech skills.
"Davide has come a long way," said his
mother, Nada Sirilli. "He's now at the top of
his class at school."
The type of therapy Davide receives is
called hippotherapy, which is the use of horses
to facilitate traditional methods of therapy,
including physical, occupational and speechlanguage. The latter is the most recent type of
therapy to use hippotherapy as a technique,
said Beth Macauley, associate professor of
communication sciences and disorders in the
College of Health Professions.
Macauley is one of four speech-language
pathologists in the U.S. with board
certification in hippotherapy. She is giving
Grand Valley students hands-on opportunities
to learn and practice this emerging speech
therapy technique.
Growing up, Macauley loved horses and
helping others, so naturally, she wanted to
combine her two loves into a career. She was
first introduced to hippotherapy as a physical
therapy technique in 1985 when she was
a Special Olympics equestrian coach while
attending college at the University of Florida.
That's when she realized that the human
nervous system controls not only physical
aspects, but also a person's ability to speak,

Professor leads
research on
.
emerging
speech therapy
technique
by Leah Twilley
photos by Elizabeth Lienau
which is when Macauley started to incorporate
speech therapy into the Special Olympics
equine program. Hippotherapy as a speech
therapy technique has been the focus of her
research since then.
"Hippotherapy is a clinical skill that requires
extra training in order to use it. Instead of
going into a room and using books and cards
for speech therapy, you're now doing those
same activities on a horse," said Macauley.

LASTING EFFECTS
Alex Decker was not certain that
hippotherapy really worked. She thought a
therapy session on a horse couldn't possibly
improve speech.
But Decker, who graduated with a master's
degree in speech-language pathology in April,
said she was intrigued by the technique.
"I started looking into it and found that
Dr. Macauley is one, if not the only, published
researcher to use hippotherapy for speech
therapy. It seems really cool to be a part of
something that is so groundbreaking," said
Decker, a native of Grand Blanc.
Despite her reservations, she decided to
volunteer and attend one of Macauley's weekly
trips to Cheff Therapeutic Riding Center in
Augusta, a facility that is certified to offer
hippotherapy services. She worked with a
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The use of horses to facilitate traditional methods
of therapy, including physical, occupational and
speech-language.
A. A horse has the same
hind leg and spinal alignment
as a human. When someone
is riding a horse, in a way
it almost feels like they
are walking. The threedimensional movements up-down, side-side, frontback- of a horse pelvis are
very similar to that of a
human pelvis.

Justin, who has a traumatic
brain injury, works with
Beth Macauley at CHUM.

D. It is not uncommon for the
horse and rider to be supported
by a number of people: the
horse handler, the therapist
and supporters on each side.
E. Horses must go through

extensive training and practice
before working with patients.
Important characteristics
include good temperament
and high tolerance.

B. The consistent and
repetitive motion of a horse
walking or trotting stimulates
the nervous system of the
person on the horse and
facilitates increased physical
and cognitive function.
C. The patient may be sitting
or lying on the horse in various
positions depending on the
desired outcome.

®
®

GVM
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ONLINE

See how hippotherapy works in a
video online at gvsu.edu/gvmagazlne.

Working with Davide

Davide Sirilli rides Twiz around
the arena while having a conversation with
Beth Macauley. Graduate student Tenika
Gartei2: walks along and observes.

Macauley uses fun games to encourage
Davide to spell words and sound out
syllables during the hippotherapy session.

Davide has come far with his speech.
The rhythmic movements on the horse
have improved his breathing. articulation
and speech.

woman who had a traumatic
brain injury from a car accident.
Macauley led the therapy
sessions and Decker helped
facilitate them.
"Before our patient got on the
horse it was hard to understand
what she said. Her speech was
slurred, her volume was low and
she had poor trunk support,"
Decker said. "By the end of the
therapy session, she was cracking
jokes, in a good mood and I could
understand everything she said.
"Hippotherapy worked and it
was incredibly rewarding."
Connor Braaten, who also
graduated with a master's degree
in speech-language pathology in
April, spent many clinical hours
practicing and understanding
hippotherapy with Macauley.
"The reason using horses is
so beneficial for our c lients is
because a horse has the same
hind leg and spinal alignment as
a human," Braaten said. " When
someone is riding a horse, in a
way it almost feels like they
are walking ."
Macauley said that the threed imensional movements - updown, side-side, front-back - of
a horse pelvis are very similar to
that of a human pelvis. "When a
person with a physical disability
is on a horse, the horse's intact
nervous system becomes a
framework for that person,"
she said .
Hippotherapy started as a
physical therapy treatment for
children with cerebral palsy,
then it was used for adults
with polio and brain injuries.
Over the years, the technique
expanded from helping to
improve physical conditions to
improving speech, language and
cognition. Macauley has worked
with children as young as 2 years

old and also with elderly patients
who have experienced strokes.
The exercises Macauley
uses depend on a patient's
goal. Decker's goal while she
worked with the woman with
a traumatic brain injury was
to establish muscle patterns
and practice speaking and
sustaining vowels. "Then we
would make it more complicated
by working on longer words like
'megalomaniac,"' Macauley
said . "We see clearer, more
articulate speaking after a person
gets off a horse."
During one study, Macauley had
a patient tell a short story before
and after a hippotherapy session.
She found that word choice and
complexity of sentences were
improved after the patient had
been on the horse.

IT WORKS,
BUT HOW?
Macauley said she gets a
frequent question: How exactly
does it work?
"We don't quite understand
how it works yet," Macauley
said, "but we have a theory: the
consistent and repetit ive motion
of a horse walking or trotting
stimulates the nervous system
of the person on the horse and
facilitates increased physical
and cognitive function. We use
this to our advantage to work
toward the person's treatment
goals. Since the nervous system
is given a coordinated, integrated
framework from which to
function, it can focus on bigger,
more complex thoughts, words
and movements."
For example, a young girl who
has a brain injury has worked with
Macauley to improve her speech.
" We're working to improve her
core so she has better breath
support and rang e in her lungs,
so we lay her down on the horse
and that expands the whole
rib cage and shoulders. The
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It seems really

cool to be a part of
something that is so
groundbreaking."
Alex Decker, '16

"Each horse is evaluated for what
it would bring to the program,"
Macauley said.

LOOKING AHEAD

movement of the horse massages and
stimulates her so she can maintain her
posture when she sits up. This results
in a louder voice and clearer speech,"
she said.
With Davide, Macauley said, the
movement of the horse facilitates his
attentional system so he is able to
focus on improving his expressive and
receptive language.
In the future, Macauley hopes to
lead a study that focuses on analyzing
data of the activity of a patient's brain
during hippotherapy. She also hopes
the therapy technique will eventually be
covered by insurance companies.
"Speech therapy is covered by most
insurance companies, but when you tell
the company that a horse is involved,
they think 'pony rides' and decline
to pay. If I was able to document.
through research, that hippotherapy
is an effective and efficient treatment
strategy within speech therapy, I believe
that more insurance companies would
not just cover the services but seek out
qualified providers for their members,"
she said.

NO HORSING AROUND
Not just any horse can be saddled up
and used during hippotherapy sessions.
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They must go through extensive training
and practice. At CHUM, where Macauley
currently conducts speech therapy
treatment and research, 16 trained
horses serve children and adults with a
variety of diagnoses.
CHUM founder and occupational
therapist Bonnie DePue has spent
more than 35 years learning about the
uses of horses in medical treatments.
She said her horses must have good
temperament and high tolerance, as
they often work in a small space with a
lot of people.
De Pue said during therapy sessions
it's not uncommon for the horse to
be surrounded by four to five people:
the client, the horse handler, the
therapist and supporters on each side
of the horse, so the horse can't be
claustrophobic.
When Davide visits CHUM for
his weekly session, he rides Twiz, a
9-year-old, quarter horse and mustang
mix gelding.
"He's come so far with his speech,"
DePue said. "It's because of the rhythm
he experiences while riding Twiz. The
rhythm of movement has helped his
breathing, which has improved his
articulation and speech."
Macauley said the horses must have
very symmetrical, rhythmic and subtle
movements throughout all limbs. They
must also tolerate all types of patient
challenges, like spasms and screams.

The speech-language pathology
program at Grand Valley continues to
grow. The program was established
in fall of 2010 in the College of Health
Professions with 20 undergraduate
students . Macauley has led its growth
to include more than 120
undergraduates and 70 graduate
students in the fall of 2015.
Macauley said within five years,
Grand Valley went from not having a
SLP program to being at maximum
capacity at the graduate level and near
capacity at the undergraduate level.
Last fall, more than 400 individuals
applied for the 30 spots in the graduate
program . Today, graduates are working
in the field in six states.
First-year graduate student Tenika
Garteiz, from Montana, said she chose
Grand Valley's program because
of the opportunity to learn and
practice hippotherapy. In high school
she volunteered at a therapeutic
recreational facility and did her senior
project on autism and animal-assisted
therapy. Like Macauley, she wants her
career to focus on combining her love
for horses and helping others.
Garteiz's first experience with
hippotherapy was during a visit to
CHUM in February. Her job was to
observe Macauley from the sidelines
of the large indoor arena.
"It was an incredible experience
to see the determination of her patients
and how well she works with them.
It reaffirmed my goal to continue to
work with horses while helping
people," she said.

SUSTAINABILITY

ustainable success
O

rating more sustalnably is a goal
cores of students, faculty and staff
mbers at Grand Valley. Efforts to
d uce waste and manage utility costs
ve created impressive numbers.

T

22
LEED-certified
bulldlngs on campus
(and five more campus
construction projects
under review).

T

42%
of university
waste is recycled

including...

~

From 2001-2015 there was a

26.5%drop
in electric usage on a
square-foot basis

Many Laker home
football games are

zero

waste,
typically...
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He ran through
his lines like a
Pl'Ofessional actor
and understood
the role well.
Jason Hanna, an
international student
from Lebanon, was
set to portray
"Greg," a man
seeking medical
treatment after
suffering an allergic
reaction while
mowing his lawn.
"I kept saying to
my elf; 'I 'm Greg, not
JalQn,"' Hanna said.
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He dressed for the part, wearing
a hospital gown over his shorts, and
sat on the examination table. The
door opened and an upper-level
nursing student walked in, offering
her hand and introducing herself.
"And I said, 'Hi, I'm Jason,"'
Hanna said.
Despite the minor flub, the rest of
the exercise went smoothly, Hanna
said. He is one of 15 international
students who work as standardized
patients (SPs) in the simulation
center at the Cook-DeVos Center
for Health Sciences. SPs are people
trained to portray a patient in
a simulated health care setting .
Through the SP program, Grand
Valley students who are majoring
in nursing, social work or health
professions have opportunities to
practice and develop skills in a
clinical setting.
Program director Cindy Bartman
said bringing international students
into her pool of about 200 SPs
elevates the learning experience
for students.
"This is a really unique part of
our program and goes along with
our commitment to diversity,"
Bartman said. "The richness of
diversity international students
bring is tremendous, adding cultural
competency to the many skills
taught in the simulation center."
The partnership between the
SP program and the Padnos
International Center began last
year. Libby Jawish, international
student integration coordinator, said
the program goes beyond helping
international students find a job.
"We have a few nursing and health
professions majors, but not many,"
Jawish said. "Through their work
with Cindy, they get to experience a
different part of campus."
International students are
restricted by their visas to securing
only campus jobs. Students who are
SPs can work as much or as little
as their schedule allows. Typically,
SPs will portray the same patient for
three or four different rotations of
students during a three-hour block.
Bartman and others fill about 600
SP opportunities each semester. For
a SP, the simulations range in degree
of complexity. One day could mean
wearing street clothes and meeting
social work students for interviews.

Other days, like the annual mock burn
people and I'm always impressed with
unit, require more preparation. Staff
these students; this is a challenging
members apply moulage and bandages
thing to do," Radko said.
to SPs to make them appear as burn
Mackenzie Vandermei was one of
victims who are ready to be examined
the social work students who worked
by students majoring in occupational
with Radko. It was Vandermei's first
therapy, physical therapy or physician
simulation. She knew only Radko's name
assistant studies.
before meeting her, a situation that she
Hanna also
works as a
"In the field of social work, we are always
resident assistant.
He is in his third
working with diverse populations. Working with
and final year
a SP from another country provides another layer
at Grand Valley,
[ SOCIAL WORK ]
of cultural awareness and exposure,"
although he
Kateryna
Radko plays
intended to stay
PAUL KIGER, ADJUNCT FACULTY IN SOCIAL WORK
the role of a woman
for only one.
arrested for drunken
Opportunities
driving and ordered to
like the SP program played a role in
said mirrors the profession as a case
attend counseling; she is
pictured talking with a
extending his stay to earn a degree
worker may have few details before
social work student.
from Grand Valley.
meeting a client.
"I wouldn't have opportunities
Through a 15-minute casual, yet
like this back home," he said. A
sometimes pointed, conversation,
biomedical sciences major, Hanna
Vandermei was able to draw out details
hopes to someday be a physician and
of Radko's "arrest." "I was a little
said working as a SP allows him to
nervous when I first heard her accent,
understand the health care system
but it went really well," Vandermei said.
from a patient's perspective.
Radko said portraying roles during
"Learning how to communicate with
social work simulations can be taxing.
patients is crucial for a physician and
"Every case is different and in
this really opened my eyes to what it's
social work you can be a little bit of
like to be a patient," he said. Hanna
yourself," she said. "Some cases are very
graduated in April and has applied to
emotional, like portraying a domestic
medical schools in Lebanon.
violence victim. I cried every time I
Kateryna Radko, an international
was in that role.
relations major, is from Ukraine and in
"When I got home, I said to
her second semester as an SP. During
myself, 'You need to get yourself out
one simulation in January, she took on
of this role."'
a SP role of a women who was arrested
Through her SP work, Radko's verbal
for drunken driving and ordered to
and written communication skills have
undergo counseling.
conducted interviews in
improved, she said. At the end of each
She has always enjoyed acting and
four different rooms.
simulation, SPs provide each student
said this is a good opportunity to help
with written or verbal feedback.
He said simulations are
other student s. "I enjoy meeting new
"I try to be constructive with my
important to help prepare
critiques.
students for the workforce,
as it's not an interview with
It's important,"
[NURSING]
Radko said.
a classmate or someone
Paul Kiger,
else they know. "They are
Jason Hanna undergoes an
engaging in a meeting that
adjunct faculty
assessment by a nursing
major during a standardized
in social work,
feels authentic and organic,"
patient scenario.
supervised
Kiger said.
Working with an
Vandermei and
others in her
international student
SP elevates the learning
class during
experience, he said. "In the
the simulation.
field of social work, we are
Through a live
always working with diverse
video monitoring
populations. Working with a
system, he sat in a
SP from another country
main room in the
provides another layer of
simulation center
cultural awareness and
and evaluated
exposure," Kiger said .
students who
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With help from Grand
Valley's Center for
Entrepreneurship
and Innovation (CEI),
students are seeing
their lives changed by
their great ideas.
The center offers a variety of
resources, including guidance from
faculty members and access to
state and regional shark-tank-like
competitions where students
compete for prize money.
Grand Valley students are
designing prototypes, marketing
inventions and even applying to
appear on "Shark Tank."
"We have students working in
the center who own or are close to
launching their own startups," said
J. Kevin Mccurren, CEI executive
director. "They are experiencing
opportunities that stretch their capacity
and build confidence to face whatever
life puts in their path. They have the
skills to create, build or start something
without being afraid of failing ."

How fast can you run
Ryan Vaughn kept his "great idea" a
secret because he didn't want anyone to
steal it. He said that was a mistake.
Vaughn came to Grand Valley in
2009 to earn a master's degree in
communications. He was also writing
for his blog, "West Michigan All Star,"
covering high school sports. He said
he had been adrift for a few years after
earning a bachelor's degree in creative
writing at Western Michigan University.
" I wanted to be a novelist," Vaughn
said. "A professor told me I was a very
good writer, but I didn't have anything
to say that hadn't been said better by
someone else. What I took from that
was I hadn't lived enough, done enough.
So, I decided to take a different path."
Vaughn was an athlete in high school
in Grand ~aven and said playing sports
was an important life experience. While
covering games for his blog, the idea for
Varsity News Network hit him.
"It's all about communication.'' said
Vaughn. "There's still such a thing as the

team moms who get a call with results
from the athletic director, and then
start a phone tree. My idea would help
the director communicate smarter."
Vaughn said athletic directors don't
have the tools to communicate with
hundreds of people; he wanted to
invent a platform to make that happen.
In 2010, Vaughn was chatting with
close friend Matthew Anderson when
Anderson shared an idea he had.
" Matt pitched the idea I was thinking
of for VNN.'' said Vaughn. "I couldn't
believe it. We decided to become
partners and found out we had five
other competitors in Michigan alone,
so the race was on. We didn't have
anything to patent or protect so we
had to run fast."
Vaughn said doors st arted to open
once he started talking about his
idea. The two were accepted to Start
Garden, a local 12-week boot camp for
entrepreneurs that also provided them
with $20,000 at the end of the camp.
Vaughn was also a graduate assistant
at CEI where he received advice from
mentors on how to grow the company.
He and Anderson worked with a
software developer and in 2012 landed
on their current version of the software.
"Our software allows a high
school athletic department to have a
collegiate level sports communication
platform without doing any of the work
associated with it," Vaughn explained .
"For example, a parent may only want
to receive game cancellations or scores
and may only want them through text
message. We can make that happen
without the athletic d irector actually
texting anyone."
In 2013, Vaughn won first
place and $500,000 in the
Company Award category at
the Accelerate Michigan
Innovation Competition.
VNN now has 90 employees,
including several Grand Valley
graduates, and Vaughn works
full time as CEO of the company.
"There were at least three
times in this process when I was
convinced it was over, and should just
go to bed crying," said Vaughn. " Like
when our biggest competitor landed a
deal that we thought would lock up the
market across the whole country. But,
you need to just keep going."
Vaughn said one conversation can
change everything. " You can't have
conversations unless you are on the
court playing the game. Make sure
you stay on the court so things can
happen," he said .

VNN
Synopsis:
Varsity News Network is
software that allows high
school athletic directors to
communicate with parents,
athletes and the community.

Who/When:
Ryan Vaughn, '10, started
VNN in 2012 with an initial
launch of the software.

Next:
With 90 employees,
Vaughn hopes to continue
VNN's success.

More:
varsitynewsnetwork.com
.....91. To see photos ofVNN's office and
~ operations visit gvsu.edu/magazine.
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Accidental
entrepreneurs

WERTH LLC
Who:
Chris Werth, '13
and Melanie Koops, '16

Synopsis:
Werth LLC was started by
Werth and Koops in 2014
when Werth recognized
a need for a hanging rack
to organize and sanitize
physical therapy walkers.

Growth:
Winning a couple of
competitions through
Grand Valley helped them
refine a prototype with a
local manufacturer.

Next:
Hoping to partner with
a medical equipment
distributer and applying
to be on "Shark Tank."
...,..9ti,. To see photos of the Werth rack

-.r' visit gvsu.edu/mogazine.
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Alumnus Chris Werth, '13, said
the first prototype he built for his
invention failed .
He remembers the moment his
"great idea" clicked in his head. He
was driving with his fiancee, Melanie
Koops, a third-year physical therapy
student at Grand Valley.
"It just hit me. I said out loud,
'I got it! It's a sideways hook," '
Werth recalled . That was shortly
after Werth graduated with a
degree in clinical exercise science.
The Alpena native was working as a
technician for Metro Health Hospital
assisting physical therapists.
"Therapists would ask me to get
a certain walker for their patients.
About 50 walkers were in a closet
stacked against each other," he
said. "By the time I found the right
one, the time with their patient
was almost up."
Werth mentioned in a staff
meeting that he would look for
a solution; a Web search for
answers came up empty, so he
started coming up with solutions
on his own.
" I started fiddling around in my
garage with 2-by-4s and a metal
hook, trying to build a hanging
rack," he said. " I knew the walkers
needed to be held on one side, to
store a lot of them in a small space.
I designed it in a way that each
walker hangs on an individual hook,
making it easier for the therapist to
quickly change leg height and

wheel style with the walker in a
racked position. The walkers rotate
so therapists can quickly see all the
types available.
"The sideways hook was the key,"
he said .
Werth installed a prototype at work
and the response was overwhelming.
He was encouraged to patent the idea,
but he thought it was too expensive.
"I thought this issue was over," Werth
said. "But on two separate occasions
therapists told me, ' If you don't do
anything with this, I will stea l it."'
That's when Koops got involved,
She took the steps to patent the
dimensions of the hook and Werth LLC
was born. Koops got permission to hang
a prototype in Grand Valley's CookDeVos Center for Health Sciences
and developed a website.
The pair needed to raise money to
market the product. In 2015, Koops
entered and won $750 and second
place at Grand Valley's Collegiate
Entrepreneurs' Organization Pitch
Competition. A few months later she
won first place and $5,000 at the
Emerge 5x5 Night pitch competition.
The prize money and support from a
local investor helped them register as
vendors and display the Werth Rack
at the American Physical Therapy
Association's Combined Sections
meeting in February, as they hope
to partner with a medical equipment
distributor. The money also helped them
refine the prototype with the help of a
local manufacturer; it's now formed out
of sheet metal for easier installation.
Their next steps include applying
for "Shark Tank" in the fall and
getting married.
"We couldn't have done this without
Grand Valley," said Koops. "Our
undergraduate education helped us
think critically and problem solve.
We had support from our professors
and connections to resources and
competitions."
Koops said they are building inventory
and already have sales locally and in
other states.
" We never planned to be
entrepreneurs. We are accidental
entrepreneurs," Werth said. " We found
a problem and made a simple solution .
We fell into this business and sometimes
that's the best way to start a business."

Don't doubt
yourself
What started out as a class
assignment in 2012 for a group
of business students is now a
product aimed at helping those
with Raynaud's disease, which
causes fingers and toes to feel
numb and cold in response to cold
temperatures or stress.
Michael Kurley, '13, Vanessa
Gore, '14, and Lindsay Noonan,'15
are the owners of the company
Soletics, a word that combines
"solar" and "athletics."
"We had to come up with an
idea surrounding clean energy
and Lindsay thought of a solarpowered shirt," explained Kurley,
a graduate assistant at CEI. "Plus,
if we entered a clean energy
business competition, we didn't
have to take the final exam."
The team entered, but switched
their product to a solar-powered
jacket when research showed
there wasn't much interest in a
shirt. They won $2,000 and
Best Prototype.
As they continued to enter
contests and pitch their jacket
idea, Kurley said they were
approached by people who
have Raynaud's, suggesting they
develop a heated glove instead.
"Six million people are diagnosed
each year and they are desperate
for a solution," he said. "There are
a lot of heated gloves out there,
but none of them are good. So,
we started from scratch."
The team worked with
Keystone Solutions
in Kalamazoo for a
prototype design, a
very thin glove with a

fabric-based heating element that
has sensors in the individual fingers
to control the heat to each finger.
"Numbing, loss of blood flow
from Raynaud's can attack different
fingers at different times," Kurley
explained. "Our glove has sensors
in each individual finger that can
sense the external environment
as well as individual finger
temperature, so the glove will apply
heat as needed to each finger,
independent of the other."
Between competition winnings
and investors, Soletics has raised
about $500,000. The gloves cost
$250 and they currently have more
than 400 preorders. The goal this
year is to gain FDA approval.
"We were willing to be flexible,"
said Kurley. "We were never in love
with the product to begin with,
so we were open to consumer
feedback. But, more importantly
than that, we never doubted
ourselves."

SOLETICS
Synopsis:
Soletics has developed a
glove that heats hands
and fingers individually currently targeted at
helping those with
Raynaud's Disease.

Who:
Vanessa Gore, '14,
Michael Kurley, '13,
and Lindsay Noonan, '15

Growth:
Starting as a class
assignment in 2012,
Soletics has developed into
a company that is currently
seeking FDA approval.

Next:
Seeking FDA approval
and fulfilling more than
400 preorders.
._... .To see photos of the glove Soletics
_,,, designed visit gvsu.edu/magazine.
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RESEARCH

Rattlesnake refuge
here are almost 20 species of snakes
that are native to Michigan, but the
eastern massasauga rattlesnake is the
only venomous native. Grand Valley
researchers have been actively trying to
keep this species, currently threatened
by snake fungal disease, from slithering
its way onto the U.S. endangered
species list.

T

Snake fungal disease was first
detected in Michigan massasaugas in
2013. Jennifer Moore, assistant professor
of biology, said the eastern massasauga
is threatened or endangered in every
state where the species resides, except
for Michigan where it is listed as a
"species of special concern."
Moore and a team of students have
been conducting research for two
years in an effort to keep the snake off
the endangered list, but the species
was proposed for federal listing by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
in September. Moore said the team
anticipates the results of the proposal
will be announced this fall.
"We currently don't know what impact
this disease will have on wild snake
populations, but all rattlesnakes that
have been brought into captivity for
potential treatment have died, so the
potential for serious declines exists,"
Moore said.
Conducting research is only half
the battle when it comes to saving
eastern massasaugas. Public education
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Bradke said along with the disease,
about the species has been a central
eastern massasaugas have also suffered
focus of the team's efforts through
large population declines due to road
media appearances and conference
mortality and persecution by people
presentations.
who are afraid of snakes or don't
"If the public has a better
like them.
understanding of the importance of
"Like other animals, these snakes have
these snakes for healthy, functioning
an important role in the ecosystem,"
wetland ecosystems, people might be
Bradke said . " They help control rodent
more inclined to support rattlesnake,
populations and act as food for other
wetland and species conservation, as
species. Additionally, protecting this
well as environmental stewardship more
· species means protecting their
generally," Moore said.
wetland habitats, which is very
Moore added that the general public
valuable because they
can help in these preservation efforts
control flooding, help
by supporting policies, institutions and
maintain good water
groups geared toward threatened and
quality, and
endangered wildlife conservation.
provide suitable
"The main reason these snakes are
habitats for
threat ened is loss of their natural
many other
habitat," Moore said. "Supporting groups
animals
that protect land, and the critical habitat
and plants."
that these species need will go
a long way."
Since the proposal in
September, Moore's team has
been concentrating on long-term
Left, Jennifer
monitoring of a population near
Moore, in front, and
Hastings. Last summer, the team
student researchers
conducted fungal disease testing at
examine an eastern
four sites in Michigan, one of which
massasauga
was Bois Blanc Island, which Moore
rattlesnake at Pierce
said is a haven for rattlesnakes.
Cedar Creek Institute.
In addition to field research, the
Right, The eastern
team has monitored the species at
massasauga
Pierce Cedar Creek Institute in Barry
rattlesnake species
has been proposed
County to assess its long-term
for inclusion on the
viability. Danielle Bradke, a graduate
U.S. endangered
student majoring in biology, said the
species list as of
institute is interested in collecting
September 2015.
data on this population so officials
can make land management
decisions that will help conserve
these reptiles.
Along with studying
population demography and
how habitat management
\ ·..•.
activities may affect the
presence of the disease,
Moore's team is aiming to
better understand the ecology
of the fungus, Ophidiomyces,
which causes snake
fungal disease.
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IT WAS A CHILLY JANUARY
NIGHT IN 1965 WHEN THE
THEN-GRAND VALLEY STATE
COLLEGE'S BASKETBALL TEAM
TOOKTOTHECOURTAND
DEFEATED THE MUSKEGON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE TEAM IN
A CLOSE GAME, MARKING THE
FIRST-EVER INTERCOLLEGIATE
WIN FOR A GVSC TEAM.
But the team jerseys that night didn't bear the
name of a mascot, or even a nickname. The early
colleges had no athletic identity. It would take
more than three decades for the Grand Valley
mascot to come to be the Louie that students
and alumni know and love today.

"/ WRS DERVOUS RBDUT WHRT
mr FR/EDDS WOULD TH/OK."
DAN CASTLE

LAKERS? OR SAWYERS?
Shortly after that first win, the need
for a formal nickname was recognized
and a contest was established. The
options included Warriors, Bluejays,
Archers, Voyagers, Ottawas and the
Bruisers (a suggestion derived from the
school colors of black, blue and white).
But according to historical records
in Grand Valley's Special Collections
and University Archives, the students
opted for Lakers, a write-in suggestion
submitted by Annie Kate McDonald, a
student from Grand Haven.
With that, a nickname was born.
The Lakers moniker did face some
challenges over time, the most significant
of which took place in 1975. That year,
a nickname task force recommended
changing the nickname of the college
from Lakers to Sawyers.
In a memo to faculty and staff
members, the task force cited several
pros to the Sawyers nickname and
many cons to the Lakers, while actively
advocating for the change.
The memo said, "Lakers has a great
deal of traditional value as a nickname.
It has endured unchanged thru (sic) 10
years and two college re-organizations,
but it has never been entirely satisfactory
because: (1) we haven't been able to
come up with a logo to go along with
it; (2) the Grand Valley Lakers have to
compete each year against the Lake
Superior State College Lakers and
the Mercyhurst College Lakers, and
the rivalries can become confusing, if
not downright cannibalistic; and (3)
'Lakers' bears no real relationship to
the uniqueness of the Colleges, or
the countryside."
The Sawyers nickname, the task
force argued, was more original, and a
number of "attractive logo possibilities"
had been suggested.
"The name comes from the lumber mills
along the Grand River that comprised
Allendale's largest industry in the 19th
century," the memo said. "Sawyers
(sometimes known as 'Sawpersons') were
the men and women who ran the great
saws in the mills and the name provides
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a unique link between the rich history
of the Allendale community and the
riverside character of the GVSC campus."
Faculty and staff members were
encouraged to send back a simple yes or
no "ballot" to indicate support or dissent
to the change. Obviously, there weren't
enough votes to make a change.

THE GREAT LAKER
Once the nickname was solidified
in the mid-1970s, a mascot wasn't
far behind - but it didn't start out as
Louie, it was a character known as the
Great Laker, the brainchild of the
sports information and university
marketing departments.
Dan Castle, owner of Marat's Bakery
in New Era, said he was the first Great
Laker, and held the job from 1977 until he
graduated in 1980.
He was working in the advertising
department at the Lanthorn, Grand
Valley's student-run newspaper, and only
took the job when the student who had
been considered fell through. Castle was
a theater major, already had a big bushy
beard, and said he thought it would be
fun to serve as a figurehead of the school
during athletic events.
"I really enjoyed the whole process, it
was a great gig," Castle said. "But I will
admit I was nervous at first. It's not like
mascots today where it's a big mask and
outfit, it was just me with some beard
dye spray and makeup and a funny outfit.
I was nervous about what my friends
would think."
But Castle said he was well-received
by students and the student athletes he
traveled with to away games.
"Those were the years that Grand
Valley sports really started to pick up
and do well," Castle said. "I also think
that it was a time when there was a
transition from it not being cool to care
about school spirit to a time when it was
more acceptable, which made being the
mascot much easier."
Castle said being the Great Laker led to
some interesting experiences, including
being chased by a mob of angry Ferris
State fans who wanted to steal his hat

after a basketball game to getting
in a mock-fight with another mascot at
mid-field .
After Castle, Paul Hagan took over as
the Great Laker for one season, but only
took the role because of an injury. As a
member of the cheer team, Hagan fell
during a stunt and separated his shoulder,
which meant he couldn't cheer. But the
mascot role was open, so he played the
part for a football and basketball season .
Hagan said the costume was the same
as Castle's, with heavy rubber boots, a
raincoat and a rain hat, but Hagan had
to use spirit gum to glue on a fake beard
before each game. "It was a sticky mess,"
he said.
Hagan only served as the Great Laker
for one year, after which Ron Gates
assumed the role. Hagan said that Gates
did the most to create a character out
of the Great Laker, including building a
routine of crowd-pleasing antics
and gags.
After Gates, the record of who served
as the Great Laker is largely incomplete.
Archive searches indicate that the Great
Laker costume changed to include a
large foam head around 1986 and stayed
relatively the same until the arrival of
athletic director Tim Selgo in 1996.

BECOMING LOUIE
While some mascots are the results
of contests or marketing studies, Louie
was born from Selgo's imagination, while
sitting in a car traveling to Saginaw just
months after he started at the university.
"I was sitting in the car with Odie (Rob
Odejewski, the late assistant athletic
director for marketing and promotions)
on the way to a GLIAC softball
tournament in Saginaw in 1996, talking
about what we wanted to do to promote
athletics more, and we'd been talking
about a mascot," Selgo said. "We knew it
had to start with the same letter. So I said,
'What about Larry the Laker?' and Odie
said, 'No, that sounds ridiculous,' and I
said, 'OK, what about Louie?' And he
liked it, and that was that. We had Louie
the Laker."
It would take two more years for Louie
to look like the mascot of today, and the
biggest appearance change came after a
football game in 1997 at the University of
California-Davis.
In 1996, Selgo approached the Student
Senate and asked the senators who the
most spirited students on campus were,
and he got the name of Josh Lamers and
a group of his friends. Selgo asked them

THE
6RERTLRKER
1977 to 1996

LOUIE THE
LRKER

1996 to Present

into his office for pizza and to talk about
marketing athletic events. Lamers said
they suggested a mascot, and Selgo
asked if they knew anyone who would
be interested - Lamers jumped at the
chance, Selgo said.
Lamers was the first Louie in a
giant foam head (about 3 to 4 feet
tall, according to his recollection) and
the jersey of whatever sport he was
attending. That setup worked for 1996,
but in 1997, the game at UC-Davis would
forever change how Louie looked.
At that time, Selgo said, UC-Davis
was one of the major powerhouses of
Division II college football, and had a
major fan presence for home games.
At the game, Selgo said he saw Lamers
being heckled and given a hard time by
the UC-Davis fans because of his outfit,
which had been updated with a football
jersey rather than a raincoat, but still
featured a big foam head. Selgo wasn't
the only one who noticed.
"Ron VanSteeland (former university
vice president) saw him getting hassled
and came up to me and said, 'We need
something better for the mascot. I'll
pay for it, you just find something that's
a little more presentable on a national
stage,"' Selgo said.
The next year, Louie the Laker in his
current form was introduced, and has
stayed largely the same since, with a
few minor cosmetic changes over the
years, including changing details like the
logo and trim on his hat, adding receiver

gloves that feature the logo, and
giving Louie a bit more muscle mass
in the costume.
The Louie logo did undergo a change
in 2001, when representatives from the
Peoria (Illinois) Rivermen, a minor-league
hockey team, claimed that it was too
similar to their own, but the dispute was
settled amicably between Grand Valley
and the team.

LOUIE'S IMPACT
Selgo said he thinks having a
recognizable mascot is critically
important for the success of athletic
programs, and said having a familyfriendly atmosphere that Louie
contributes to is key to bringing in alumni
and area families.
"Having that mascot is huge," Selgo
said. " It's that way with lots of big
athletic programs. You see Sparty, you
think MSU. You see Brutus, you think
Ohio State. You see Louie? You bet
you're thinking GVSU. He's an icon for us.
He's a legend in GVSU history."
Lamers, who was Louie from 1996-97,
said Selgo and Odejewski's efforts to
promote Laker athletics, with Louie and
a slew of other tools, is the reason Grand
Valley's varsity sports teams are as
popular and successful as they are.
" In 1996 we'd be lucky to have 500
people in the stands for a home game,
and most of them would be friends or

family of the football team," Lamers said.
"That promotion and branding, along
with good teams, is why we have the
athletic experience we have today."
And Louie continues to be popular.
He is a hit with fans, and is asked to
make appearances at more than athletic
events. Selgo said Louie is requested
for parades, business openings, holiday
activities, and has even been asked to
show up at weddings in the past.
" There are times where Lou ie is
booked up," Selgo said . "You have to
remember that 'Louie' has to go to
class, too."
Since Louie's unveiling in his modern
form in 1998, the students who have
spent time in the costume have remained
relatively secret. There are tryouts for
students who want to be Louie, and
Selgo said that even he doesn't know the
identity of the student who is selected.
The only people who know Louie's
identity are game day staff and probably
some family and friends , Selgo said.
"We really appreciate the students
over the years who have been Louie for
us," Selgo said. " It's really hard work
to be a good mascot, and we're very
thankful to have had such great students
represent us so well over the years."
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Show me the money
Alumna manages collection of 1 million
monetary objects at Smithsonian by Matthew Makowski
When Grand Valley alumna Hillery
York walked into her living center as a
first-year student. she carried a notecard
on which she had diligently mapped out
her life plan. This plan included using
her college years to prepare herself for
a career working with large animals as
a veterinarian .
As many students discover, however,
sometimes life doesn't care about
"their plan," but instead opens new and
exciting doors through which change
of direction can happen. During her
first year as a Laker, York developed an
affinity for academic history through her
general education courses.
"Sure, I was captivated by the
Hollywood glamor of Indiana Jones and
the mysterious history of ancient Rome,
but I had never seriously considered
academic history as a career," York said.
" Honestly, had I not been encouraged to
expand my academic horizons through
prerequisite classes, I probably wouldn't
have willingly taken history classes.
Instead I was laser-focused on a career I
thought I wanted."
This new interest led her down the
path to graduating from Grand Valley
in 2012 with a bachelor's degree in
history with an archaeology minor.
Fast forward four years, and York, from
Walker, is the collections manager at
the Smithsonian 's National Museum
of American History in the National
Numismatic Collection.
As collections manager, York is
responsible for the more than 1.6
million monetary objects in the NNC's
collection, which include coins, paper
money, checks, tokens and more. This
means she is tasked with acquiring
new objects, cataloging and classifying
items, performing inventories and
rehousing initiatives, preparing
objects for display and tracking object
movement throughout all departments
within the Smithsonian.
"In my role, I am an advocate for
these objects that cannot speak for
themselves and am often called upon to
make informed decisions regarding their
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care," York said. "My job ensures these
irreplaceable objects will be around
for research and display for the next
generation of museum professionals."
York said other objects found in the
geographically diverse collection range
from present day polymer banknotes
and 7th century Greek coins, to
medals and non-traditional monetary
objects, such as wampum, which are
small cylindrical beads made by North
American Indians from quahog shells
used as money or for decoration.
One of her favorite items in the
col lection is a silver tetradrachm (coin)
from Ephesus in Ancient Greece dating
to 390 B.C. that features a bee on one
side. York's other favorite item is a little
more obscure.
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and opportunities developing content
for exhibitions at Grand Valley, York
achieved a high level of professional
experience in a niche field. She
also broadened her knowledge by
participating in the History Club and
Archaeologica l Society, serving as
president of the latter for a year.
These experiences ultimately led to
her acceptance into graduate school
at George Washington University in
Washington, D.C., where she earned a
master's degree in museum studies in
May 2014.
While attending graduate school,
York began an internship in the NNC.
In January 2014, she was offered the
position of collections manager.
"I was instantly attracted to this

"I am thankful ... that I had individuals who were willing to
take on the extra burden of teaching me a field that is not
typically offered at Grand Valley ..."
Hillery York, '12, collections manager, Smithsonian's National Museum of American History

"We have beard tokens from the
reign of Peter the Great that are really
wonderful," York said. "During this time,
you would have to pay money to have
a beard and you would carry the token
around with you as proof."
York attributed much of her current
career placement to the support from
faculty and staff members in the History
Department who guided her when she
chose to shift her focus to museum
studies after her first year.
"I am thankful every day that I had
individuals who were willing to take on
the extra burden of teaching me a field
that is not typically offered at Grand
Valley, as well as the time and effort
they spent to make my career dreams a
reality," York said.
Utilizing directed research classes,
internships at Michigan museums,

collection because it is so diverse,"
York said. "As I spent more time in the
collection, I began to realize that these
objects had a big story to tell and I was
interested in helping to share that story."
As collections manager, York has led
many initiatives for the Smithsonian,
including the completion of a massive
Rapid Capture Digitization program.
The program employed a conveyor belt
system to digitize more than 250,000
proof sheets from the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing collection in less
than five months.
"The Rapid Capture Digitization
project was one of my biggest
accomplishments so far because we
were able to gain control over a valuable
co llection that had been neglected since
it arrived at the Institution," York said.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing
collection consists of more than a
quarter-million unique sheets that were
primarily used to print money from
1863 to 1930. Until their digitization,
these sheets were sitting dormant and
uncatalogued since arriving at the NNC
between the 1960s and 1980s.
York said these artifacts are invaluable
since the original engraving plates no
longer exist. " Many of these issued notes
were recalled and destroyed when the
government took over printing federal
currency for the entire country," she
said. "In some cases, the proof sheet
is the only tangible evidence that the
notes ever existed ."
York was also instrumental in the
creation of a new exhibition on the first
floor of the NMAH called "The Value
of Money," which contains more than
400 artifacts varying from a 465 B.C.
Decadrachm coin from Syracuse, Sicily,
to a personal check signed by President
James Madison in 1813.
When working with more than 1 million
historical artifacts, no project is a small
task for York and her various teams,
whose members change from projectto-project.
"We often have to keep focused on
the end goal even though we may not
be seeing the fruits of our labor as we
are going," York said . "You would be
amazed at the number of people needed
to make an exhibition a reality, and
often people don't always understand
and appreciate the work of the people
behind the scenes at museums."

Hillery York, '12,
is pictured with
a few of the more
than 1 million
monetary objects
she oversees in
the Smith sonian's
National
Numismatic
Collection.

photos courtesy
of Smithsonian
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Alumni events & activities
Pioneers support
Laker Navy in Florida
Members of Grand Valley's men's
and women's rowing teams received
"Pioneer" support during their winter
training trip to Tampa, Florida, in
January. Pioneer class members Bob
Monaghan, '67; Don, '67, and Diane, '67
Paton; and Bill, '67, and Pam Wiersma
graciously welcomed the teams and
provided them with a post practice
luncheon. Racing shells for rowing,
Grand Valley's first varsity sport,
were purchased in 1963, which was
the first year on campus for
Pioneer class members.

Faculty and staff alumni
Faculty and staff members who are also
Grand Valley alumni met in February for
an after-work celebration. Participants
gathered at Trail Point Brewing
Company in Allendale to network and
learn about the annual Faculty and
Staff Campaign. During the event,
participants raised more than $2,200
for Grand Valley.

2016

Grand Rapids Griffins
Alumni and friends gathered at
Van Andel Arena February 26 for a
Grand Rapids Griffins hockey game and
to support the WestSide Collaborative.
More than 150 attendees enjoyed a
pre-game gathering and also donated
snacks, school supplies, and cold
weather gear that was later distributed
to Harrison Park Elementary School.

Chapters give tips for
after college

College of Education
alumni round table
Alumni from the College of Education
returned to campus to take part in
the COE Alumni Chapter's Resume
and Cover Letter Workshop. The 45
students who participated were able
to learn what different K-12 school
administrators look for when
reviewing applications.
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All Alumni Golf Outing

There's still time to practice before the
annual All Alumni Golf Outing, which is
set for July 16 at the Meadows. Benefits
from the outing will help fund the
Pathway Scholarships. To register and
help support students, visit gvsu.edu/
alumni/golf-outing.htm.

Representatives from the African
American and Latin@ alumni chapters,
along with staff members from the
Office of Multicultural Affairs, hosted
a "Life Beyond the Classroom" panel
discussion for students January 26.
Panelists shared tips on how to prepare
for and navigate the real world after
graduation; 33 students attended.

ALUMNI UPDATES

Careers
1970S
G. Bradley Back, B.A., 1978, is the vice
president for Seyferth & Associates Inc.
in Grand Rapids.
Thomas J. Rademacher, S.S ., 1978,
retired from the Grand Rapids Press
after 40 years of service.
Karen M. Watkins, S.S., 1979, retired as a
financial analyst from Archer Norris PLC
after a 30-year career in accounting.

Powerof10
The Power of 10 visits, which celebrate President Thomas J. Haas' 10 years of
service at Grand Valley, have so far been held in Houston, Atlanta, Washington,
D.C., Denver and Phoenix. Events will be held in Detroit and Grand Rapids in
June to conclude the celebration.

Thomas J. McGovern, B.B.A., 1987, is
the chief operating officer at Rockford
Construction Company in Grand Rapids.
William J. Smith, S.S., 1988, is the
vice president for human resources
at HCA Healthcare.

Future Alumni
Association recognized
The Council for Support and
Advancement of Education District V
recognized the Future Alumni
Association with its Outstanding
Student Advancement Program
Award for the group's student
philanthropy awareness effort,
GVSU(YOU) Week. FAA President
Julie Jamison also received the
Outstanding Student Leader Award.

1980S

1990S
Robert E. Alward Jr., S.S., 1991, is the
superintendent for the 20th Judicial
Circuit of Michigan/Ottawa County
Detention Center.

Pictured from left to right are FAA members
Kelsey Keipert, Julie Jamison, Skylar
Thompson and Molly Sawyer.

Gabrielle D. Calkins, B.A., 1994, is the
director of training for Lacks Enterprises
in Grand Rapids.
Christian M. Gordon, S.S., 1995, is the
senior director for development at the
University of California Berkley.
Bryan K. Proctor, B.S., 1998, is the chief
operating officer for Tyler Technologies
in Troy.

Distinguished Alumni
and Outstanding
Educator honored
The 2016 Distinguished Alumna is
Nkechy Ezeh, associate professor of
education and director of the Early
Childhood Education Program at
Aquinas College.
Ezeh is also CEO and founder of
the Early Learning Neighborhood
Collaborative.
She earned a bachelor's degree in
anguage and literacy in 1992 and a
master's degree in early childhood
education in 1993.
The Outstanding Educator, as chosen
by the Alumni Association, is Greg
Wolffe, professor of computing and
nformation systems.
Wolffe maintains a high-performance
computing lab, and is focused on the

2000S
leisha M. Humphrey, B.A., 2005, is the
enrollment and academic services
coordinator for Western Michigan
University's Thomas M. Cooley Law
School in Ann Arbor.

NkechyEzeh

Greg Wolffe

big data problems that science
provides. Wolffe said his true passion
is mentoring students to enroll in
graduate schools and eventually
obtain rewarding careers.
Both Ezeh and Wolffe were
honored at an awards dinner
April 29 and recognized during
commencement ceremonies April 30.
For more biographical information,
visit gvsu.edu/alum ni/aw ardsprogram-15.htm.

Jennifer M. Bryant. B.A., 2006, M.S.,
2012, is the Upward Bound academic
coordinator for Grand Rapids
Community College.
Michael R. Bannasch, M.Tax., 2008,
is a state and local tax senior manager
for Rehmann Robson & Company in
Grand Rapids.
Patricia L. Sabin, S.S., 2006, was named
executive director of the Michigan Court
Appointed Special Advocates.
Raquel A. Martin, S.S., 2008, M.P.A.,
2011, is working in marketing and
communications at Great Lakes Caring
in Grand Haven.
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Matthew R. Mokma, B.A., 2008,
M.P.A., 2010, is the liaison to the
board of trustees for the Chicago
Architecture Foundation.
Katherine A. Key, B.S., 2009, M.P.A.,
2012, is a program director for the
Down Syndrome Association of
West Michigan.
Kristin E. Kuczera, B.S., 2009,
B.A., 2010, is a high school counselor
at Clear Creek High School in
Arvada, Colorado.
Jennifer M. Langholz, B.N., 2009, is
a nurse case manager for HIV/AIDS at
Mercy Health Physician Partners
in Grand Rapids.

2010S
Alexis L. Rangel, B.S., 2010, is a
community relations specialist for
Lake Michigan Credit Union in
Grand Rapids.
Sara A. Ford, B.A., 2011, is a senior sales
account executive for the Small Business
Association of Michigan in Lansing.
Stephanie R. Muscat, B.S., 2011,
M.H.A., 2013, is a recruiting manager
for Metron Integrated Health Systems
in Grand Rapids.
Kristina R. Green, B.S., 2012, is an
engagement specialist for United Shore
in Troy.
Lauren Wion, B.S., 2015, is a
photojournalist for WEYI NBC25/WSMH
FOX66 in Flint.

Celebrations,
Births, Weddings
1990S
Amanda J. (Geerts) Reader, B.S., 1996,
and Christopher R. Reader, M.S., 2010,
announce son, Mathias Russel, born
May 26, 2015. Mathias is welcomed by
sister Charlotte. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.

2000S
Sarah E. (Erickson) Adcock, S.S., 2001,
B.N., 2006, and Torrence A. Adcock,
M.B.A., 2003, announce daughter,
Adalyn Paige, born November 10, 2015.
The family resides in Fresno, California.
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Andrea L. (Thomas) Cordray, B.S.,
2001, and Alan Cordray announce
son, Alexander Thomas, born
August 3, 2015. The family resides
in Stafford, Virginia.

Dana R. (Kulovits) Kunka, B.S., 2011,
and Michael A. Kunka, B.B.A., 2012,
announce son, Bennett Walter, born
October 30, 2015. The family resides
in Belleville.

Colleen C. (Conway) Herczak, B.S.,
2002, and Troy R. Herczak, B.B.A.,
2001, announce son, Elliott John, born
August 28, 2015. Elliott is welcomed
by sister Alyson. The family resides
in DeWitt.

Ashlyn N. (Jaekel) Knight, B.'A., 2013,
B.B.A., 2013, and Guy Knight on August
29, 2015.

Ryan J. Cook, B.B.A., 2006, and
Maryann H. (Tran) Cook, B.B.A., 2008,
on July 31, 2015.
Stephanie N. (Schoch) Novosad, B.B.A.,
2007, and Jeffrey A. Novosad, M.S.A.,
2008, announce daughter, Anniston
Elise, born November 1, 2014. Anniston
is welcomed by sister Kennedy. The
family resides in Grand Rapids.
Jenna R. (Thayer) Jonaitis, B.S., 2009,
and Joe Jonaitis on January 23, 2016.
Bethany A. (Michowski) McDade,
B.N., 2009, and Justin McDade
announce daughter, Isabelle Ryann,
born September 29, 2015. The family
resides in Livonia.

2010S
Samantha K. (Seaberg) Balk, B.S., 2010,
and Bradley Balk on April 24, 2014.
Michael J. Yarnott, B.A., 2010, and
Breanna K. (Betz) Yarnott, B.S., 2011,
announce son, Elliot Michael, born
August 17, 2015. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.
Robert V. Howard, B.S., 2012, and
Susan M. (Kieda) Howard, B.A., 2010,
M.A., 2015, on January 2, 2016.

Mitchell L. Weber, B.S.E., 2014, and
Hillary E. (Stapleton) Weber, B.S.,
2014, on October 3, 2015.

In Memoriam
1970S
Sally A. Cooley, B.S., 1971, of
Vanderbilt, on February 16, 2016.
Richard L. Sandee, B.S., 1976, of
Grand Rapids, on January 25, 2016.
Ariel V. Dawson, B.Phil., 1979,
of Brooklyn, New York, on
February 5, 2013.

1980s
Joseph R. Beel, M.Ed., 1985, -0f
Hudsonville, on January 27, 2016.
Rita L. Amell, B.S., 1987, of Holland,
on January 31, 2016.
William C. Reed, B.B.A, 1987, M.P.A.,
1990, of Tucson, Arizona, on
January 2, 2016.

1990S
Michael F. Young, B.S., 1990, M.P.A.,
1994, of Rockford, on January 27, 2016.
Mary L. Smit, M.S.W., 1998, of
New Haven, Connecticut, on
November 3, 2015.
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What do you want?

GRAND VALLEY MAGAZINE WANTS
FEEDBACK FROM YOU!

l u fa ou c11anc to w
GVSU.EDU/GVMAGAZINE/SURVEY
Share your thoughts on the Grand Valley Magazine with our confidential 2-4
minute survey! Submit an email (optional) to be entered into a drawing to receive
one of four $50 gift certificates to GVSU Laker Store. See page 4 for more.

